Northwestern Buffett Global Collaboration Grant

description

Northwestern Buffett Global Collaboration Grant Application

Northwestern faculty can apply for this grant to further their work with international collaborators. These partners can be faculty members at other colleges or universities, leaders from global civil society or individuals from government, the private sector or community organizations.

The Buffett Institute’s Global Collaboration Grants support a wide variety of globally focused faculty projects in research, service, teaching, international development or community engagement.

For example, faculty may use these grants to:

- explore new faculty research opportunities through global research sites visits, travel to and from collaborating entities and hiring research assistants
• organize lectures, workshops, conferences, and symposia
• provide global opportunities for classroom partnering and joint virtual teaching or
• develop community-centered projects in dialogue with community leaders, local governments and nonprofit organizations
• invite global collaborators to campus for short virtual or in-person residencies, such as lectures, workshops, conferences, and symposia (If you’re applying to invite a collaborator to campus in person, you must also complete the Buffett Visiting Scholar application)

The maximum annual award is $10,000 per applicant. Faculty may only be awarded this grant once per academic year. Applications are due October 15 and April 15.

Applicant information

Applicant Information

Name (first and last)
Preferred email address

Primary department

Northwestern school

Collaborator(s) information

International collaborator information

Name (first and last)

Home institution

Home department

Third collaborator information (if applicable)
Global Collaboration Grant Proposal

Description of Global Collaboration

Please provide a 2-3 sentence synopsis of your project that may be used on our website and promotional materials for a broad audience.

Please describe your proposed global collaboration, including proposed colleague and intended outcomes, as well as motivational impetus for collaborating [up to 500 words].
Please share any background information on the proposed collaboration, including previous engagement with your proposed partner, existing structures, operations, history, and accomplishments up to date [up to 500 words].

Describe in as much detail as possible the steps and activities you will take to accomplish your goals, and provide specific dates and timelines [up to 500 words].

Please detail any previously received funding from any source in support of your collaboration with this particular collaborator (if applicable).
Are you applying for this grant with the intention of inviting a global collaborator to come to Northwestern in person?

- Yes
- No

If you responded "yes" to the question above, you must also complete a Buffett Visiting Scholar application. Have you completed a Buffett Visiting Scholar application?

Choose the activity that best represents your project:

- Research
- Teaching
- Service
- Community engagement
- Policy-making
- International development
- Other
Funding

Detailed budget breakdown

Total amount requested from Buffett (up to $10,000):

What is the earliest date you would need these funds? (i.e. if you’re organizing a symposia in March but you’re planning to place catering orders, pay for your speakers’ airfare and book spaces a couple of months in advance, the earliest you need the money is January)
Have you received any funding from Buffett in the last 5 years?

☐ Yes
☐ No

When did you receive funding from Buffett? In what amount? For what purpose?

[Blank space for text response]

Are there any additional details you would like to share?

[Blank space for text response]
You have reached the end of the application. Please click the next button to submit.